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ŠKODA AUTO produces its one millionth sports utility
vehicle
› ŠKODA’s one millionth SUV rolled off the production line at ŠKODA’s Kvasiny plant at the
beginning of August
› The milestone vehicle, a ŠKODA KAROQ, is heading to a customer in Spain
Mladá Boleslav, 21 August 2018 – ŠKODA AUTO’s one millionth sports utility vehicle has rolled
off the production line. The milestone vehicle is a ŠKODA KAROQ with a metallic Emerald
Green finish. The Czech manufacturer’s success story in the SUV segment began in 2009 with
the market launch of the ŠKODA YETI. The KODIAQ and KAROQ SUV model lines are now two
of the most important drivers of growth for the company, and the SUV campaign is an integral
part of the 2025 Strategy.
Michael Oeljeklaus, ŠKODA AUTO Board Member for Production and Logistics, commented, “It is a
great achievement to have produced 1,000,000 SUVs. We are currently taking the necessary
measures to continue meeting the growing demand for vehicles in this segment in the future. For
example, we are expanding our Kvasiny plant into a centre of excellence for SUV production. In
addition, since the beginning of the year the ŠKODA KAROQ has been the brand’s only vehicle to be
produced at two of our Czech sites”.
The foundation for the success of ŠKODA’s SUV portfolio was laid with the launch of the ŠKODA YETI
in 2009. By its end of production in 2017, more than 680,000 units of this model had been delivered to
customers. At the start of the current SUV campaign, ŠKODA presented the ŠKODA KODIAQ in
spring 2017, followed by the ŠKODA KAROQ in October of the same year. Since this spring, the SUV
portfolio also includes the ŠKODA KAMIQ, which the Czech manufacturer offers exclusively for the
Chinese market.
The attractive all-rounders have become some of the most significant drivers of ŠKODA AUTO’s
continuous growth. By the middle of July, 215,700 ŠKODA KODIAQs and 87,800 units of the ŠKODA
KAROQ compact SUV had rolled off the production line. In addition to the Czech Republic, ŠKODA
also produces its SUV models in India, Russia, China and Germany.
The one millionth ŠKODA SUV – an Emerald Green, 1.5-litre, 110-kW (150-PS) KAROQ TSI ACT
DSG in the Ambition trim level – rolled off the production line at the Czech Kvasiny plant. It was
delivered to married couple Eike Schröder and Carmela Garbajosa in Spain. Schröder decided to buy
the KAROQ due to its excellent workmanship, impressive price-performance ratio and comprehensive
range of modern technology. The new KAROQ is his first ŠKODA. The popular compact SUV offers
the brand’s characteristically expressive design language, a generous amount of space, state-of-theart assistance systems for safety and convenience as well as a powerful, yet efficient drive.
The campaign in the sports utility vehicle segment is one of the cornerstones of ŠKODA
AUTO’s Strategy 2025. With this plan, the Czech car manufacturer has defined the guidelines for
converting the profound change in the automotive industry – particularly electromobility, autonomous
driving and connectivity – into continued growth. Other central areas of activity include the
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digitalisation of products and processes, the conquering of new markets as well as the addition of a
variety of mobile services to the traditional car production business.
One million ŠKODA SUVs in figures
(Deliveries to customers from 2009 to the middle of July 2018):
ŠKODA YETI
684,500
ŠKODA KODIAQ
215,700
ŠKODA KAROQ
87,800
ŠKODA KAMIQ
12,000
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ŠKODA AUTO produces its one millionth sports utility
vehicle
Fidel Jiménez de Parga, Director of ŠKODA Spain, (left)
and Manuel Conde, founder and owner of ŠKODA A.M.S.
Conde, (right) present the milestone car to Eike Schröder,
a German living in Spain, and his Spanish wife Carmela
Garbajosa.
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ŠKODA KAROQ
KAROQ is being assembled in ŠKODA AUTO plants in
Kvasiny and Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic.
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ŠKODA AUTO
› was founded in 1895 during the pioneering days of the automobile and is therefore one of the longest-established
vehicle manufacturers in the world.
› currently offers its customers eight model ranges: CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, OCTAVIA, KAROQ, KODIAQ, KAMIQ (in
China) and SUPERB.
› delivered more than 1.2 million vehicles to customers worldwide in 2017.
› has been a part of Volkswagen Group since 1991. Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle
manufacturers in the world. ŠKODA AUTO, in association with the Group, independently manufactures and develops
vehicles as well as components such as engines and gear transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic, produces in China, Russia, Slovakia, Algeria and India mainly through
Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan through local partners.
› employs over 35,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from car manufacturer to ‘Simply Clever company for the best mobility
solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy.
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